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Dut. September 7, 1964

ANDREW ARMSTRONG, JR ., Apnrtment C, 3821 Dixon,
Dallas, Texas, wee interviewed at one of his places of employ-
ment, the Connecticut Village Apartments, Connecticut Lane,
Dallas, Texan . Mr . ARMSTRONG reviewed all six photographs
and stated as follows :

Photograph No . 1 - ARMSTRONG identified JACK L . RUBY
as the person wearing glasses appearing in the upper right side
of the photograph .

Photograph No . 2 - ARMSTRONG identified JACK L, RUBY
an the individual wearing glasses in the upper right corner of
the photograph .

Photograph No . 3 - ARMSTRONG pointed out RUBY as the
individual whose back portion of the head appears in the center
of the picture .

Photograph No . 4 - ARMSTRONG stated that RUBY is the
bald man in the foreground with his right hand in his pocket
and his back to the camera .

Photograph No . 5 - ARMSTRONG Stated that JACK L, RUBY
is the individual standing in the foreground in about the center
of the photograph .

Photograph No . 6 - ARMSTRONG stated that JACK L . RUBY
is identical to the individual standing in the foreground in
about the center of the photograph

There was no doubt whatsoever in ARMSTRONG's mind
that JACK RUBY is identical to the person appearing in the
aforementioned photographs .
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BRUCE W . MCLEAN, owner, CcLean Hair Experts,
Room 1423, Dallas Athletic Club, 1805 Elm Street, Dallas,
Texas, who resides at 7306 Mimosa Lane, Dallas, was inter-
viewed in his office .

Mr . McLZAN stated that JACK L . RUBY is the person
who is depicted in the upper right side of photographs 1 and
2 . In these photographs RUBY is wearing dark glasses and is
attired in a business suit .

In regard to photographs 3 through 6, McLEAN Stated
that while the individual is believed by him to be RUBY, he
does not feel that he can make a positive identification of
RUBY b_ing pictured in any of these photographs . He stated
that he is dust not positive of this identification of RUBY,
and would not want to make the positive statement that RUBY
is depicted in any of these photographs .
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CLVDZ Y . GOODSOR, Polio* Officer, Dallas Police
Department, was interviewed at his residence . 6679 Oleta
Drive, Dallas, Texas .

Mr . GODSON viewed the six photographs furnished
by the Presideatts Commission and comm*nt*4 that he does not
feel that he knew RUBY well enough to make an unqualified
identification of RUBY in any of these six photographs .

Officer GOODSON stated that RUBY appears to him
to be identical with the individual in the upper right corner
of photographs 1 and 7 In regard to photographs 3 through 6,
GOODSON stated that he cannot may one way or the other whether
the individual believed to be JACK L . RUBY in those photographs
is positively BUST .
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VICTOR 7 . ROBERTSON, JR ., employee, Dallas radiq
station WIAA, was interviewed at his residence, 414 rcuth
willomet, Dallas, Texas .

Yr . ROBERTSON identified, without any qualifications .
the individual appearing in the upper right corner of photo-
graphs 1 and 7, attired in a business suit and wearing glasses,
as JACK L . RUBY .

ROBERTSON stated that the individual believed to be
RUBY in photograph No . 3 is "possibly" RUBY ; however, he cannot
make a positive statement to this effect .

In regard to photographs 4, 5 and 6, ROBERTSON stated
he, himself, appears in theme photographs, but he does not
recall having teen RUBY behind his at the time these photographs
were taken . He noted that the individual believed to be RUBY
in these photographs is thinner than what he remembers JACK
RUBY to be . B* added that he personally does not feel that
RUBY is the individual depicted in photographs 4, 5 and 6, as
the bald-headed man standing in the foreground of these three
pictures .
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GABRIEL D . MACIAS, Badge No . 1374, Dallas Police
Department, a resident of 3005 Klondike, Dallas, Texas, was
interviewed at the Dallas Police Department .

MACIAS viewed photograph No . 6 and identified
himself as the police officer who appears on the right-hand
aide of the photograph who is moving in the direction of the
can believed to be JACK RUBY .

MACIAS stated he was on duty for only a few minutes
on the third floor of the Police Department on the night of
November aa, 1963, and his assignment was to keep the reporters
and cameramen in the hallway moving in order to keep the aisle
cleared . MACIAS stated that he only vaguely knave JACK L .
RUBY, and he does not recall having seen RUBY on the third
floor of the Police Department during the very short time he
was on duty at that assignment .

Officer MACIAS viewed photograph No . 6, in which he
in shown, and stated that he cannot identify RUBY as being an
individual shown in that photograph as he does not feel that
he knew RUBY well enough to sake an identification from this
photograph .
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GEORGE SENATOR who resides at the Bristol Hotel,
129 West 48th Street, room 1211 and is employed as a cashier
at the Mr . Kishka Restaurant, 150 West 49th Street, Manhattan,
New York, was interviewed on September 8, 1964 .

The six photographs furnished by the President-e
Commission on the Assassination of President KENNEDY were
exhibited to GEORGE SENATOR .

He identified JACK RUBY in photographs one and
two as the man standing in the last row, right hand side,
dressed in a dark suit, wearing a tie and carrying s
hankerchief in his breast pocket .

On observing photographs three and four, SENATOR
said he believed RUBY in photograph three was the slightly
bald man in the center of the picture shown walking out
of the door and in photograph four he believed that
RUBY was the slightly bald man in.. the foreground with his
right hanc. in his pocket and his back to the camera .
SENATOR believed that JACK RUBY was the man shown in
photograph five and six who is depicted standing in the
fcreg - ound in about the center c£ the photographs .

SENATOR was unable to identify the police
officer who appears on the right hand side of photograph
six .
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